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planar graphs in the case of even diameter 2d and large degree
∆ ≥ 6(12d + 1). New graph examples are constructed improving
the lower bounds for∆ ≥ 5.
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1. Introduction
We consider the degree–diameter problem restricted to planar graphs. We look for the largest
number of vertices p(∆,D) in a planar graph with maximum degree ∆ and even diameter D = 2d.
Hell and Seyffarth [3] have computed p(∆, 2) = [3∆/2] + 1 and proved that this value is exact
for ∆ ≥ 8. Fellows, Hell, and Seyffarth have also found [1] rather rough upper bounds p(∆, 2d) =
(12d+ 3)(2∆d + 1) for d > 1,∆ ≥ 4. To this end they have applied the Lipton and Tarjan separator
theorem [4]. Later [2], they have constructed plane graphs proving the lower bound
p(∆, 2d) = (3∆− 4)∆(∆− 1)
d−1 − 4
2(∆− 2) .
At the same time they emphasized ‘‘that the lower bounds are likely to be closer to the actual
values of p(∆,D) and that good upper bounds likely to be difficult to establish’’. They asked as well
the question: ‘‘Let D be fixed. Is it the case that for all sufficiently large ∆ there are networks with
maximum degree ∆, diameter at most D, and p(∆,D) nodes which are all of the same type?’’ We
improve the constructions of Hell and Seyffarth increasing in the case∆ ≥ 5 the lower bound:
Theorem 1.1. The maximum size of a planar graph G of diameter D = 2d is at least
p (∆, 2d) =
[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1. (1)
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We show that this bound is exact for large∆:
Theorem 1.2. The size of a planar graph G of diameter D = 2d and maximum degree∆ ≥ 6(12d+ 1) is
at most[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on a 5-separator construction in a plane graph. The existence of an
N-separator in a plane graph with bounded number of vertices in each face was proved recently [5].
We use hereunder Theorem 1.1 of [5] in the case N = 5:
Theorem 1.3. Given a plane triangular graph GT and spanning tree GS in it. If
|V (GT )| > 7,
then, there exists 5-separator S5 partitioning graph GT into five parts Ai, i = 1, . . . , 5 with borders
bi, i = 1, . . . , 5 such that
V (Ai) ≥ |V (GT )| + 29 −
V (bi)
2
. (2)
2. Some preliminary results
We consider hereunder a plane graph G of maximum degree∆, and diameter 2d.
Claim 2.1. The maximum number vertices at distance n from any given vertex vC ∈ V (G) is
|Vn| ≤ deg(vC )(∆− 1)n−1. (3)
Claim 2.2. Let Rn be a root tree of length n in G and vR be its root vertex. Then
|Rn| ≤ 1+ deg(vR) (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 . (4)
Consider arbitrarily cycle C in G and its interior AC . Let Vn(AC ) be set of vertices of AC at distance n
from C . The following lemma holds.
Lemma 2.3. Given three distinct arcs Ci, i = 1, 2, 3 of cycle C, and set Vn3 ⊂ Vn(AC ) any vertex of which
is connected by n-paths with each part Ci. Then,
|Vn3| ≤ 3(∆− 1)n−1 − 2. (5)
Proof. The proof is direct. Consider arbitrarily vertex vC and three non intersecting (but possibly
having common parts) n-paths Pi, i = 1, 2, 3 connecting it to three distinct arcs Ci, i = 1, 2, 3. These
paths partition the interior of cycle C into at least three separate faces Fi, i = 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 1). Let
Vn(Fi) = Vn(AC ) ∩ V (Fi). Consider arbitrarily face F1. Since it has no vertices incident to vertices of
V (C1) each vertex of Vn(F1) is connected to arc C1 by an n-path which crosses the border of F1 at some
vertex vP ∈ V (P2 ∪ P3). Without loss of generality, let vP ∈ V (P3). Obviously, the distance from such
vertex to vP is the same as from vC to vP , and at least one n-path connecting this vertex to C contains
vertex vP and all vertices of V (P3) which are closer to arc C3. Maximum number of different n-paths
containing vertices of V (P3) at such conditions equals (∆−1)n−1−1. Adding the same numbers from
paths P1 and P2 together with vertex vC gives (5) for the maximum possible number of vertices in set
|Vn3| coinciding with (5). 
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Fig. 1. Vertex vC connected to three distinct arcs of cycle C by d-paths.
We consider two cycles Ca and Cb having common border part Cab and no interior intersection
(Fig. 2). Consider vertex a ∈ V (Ca \ Cab), vertex b ∈ V (Cb \ Cab), and sets Vda ⊂ Vd(ACa) and
Vdb ⊂ Vd(ACb), such that each vertex ofVda is connected by a d-path to a, each vertex ofVdb is connected
by a d-path to b. Any 2d-path connecting a vertex of Vda to a vertex of Vdb crosses arc Cab at distance d
from both vertices. The following lemma holds:
Lemma 2.4. If
|Vda| > (∆− 1)d−1, |Vdb| > (∆− 1)d−1 (6)
then, there exists vertex c ∈ V (Cab) connected by d-paths to all vertices of Vda ∪ Vdb.
Proof. Consider a plane embedding of G and paths connecting vertex a to vertices of Vda, and vertex
b to vertices of Vdb. We enumerate vertices of set Vda in cyclic order around according the graph
embedding (Fig. 2a). To this end we consider all d-paths connecting vertices of Vda to vertex a. First,
we enumerate vertices adjacent to a. Secondly, we enumerate vertices at distance 2 from a starting
with vertices adjacent to the first vertex in the last enumeration. We continue in such way getting
finally enumeration for the vertices of Vda. In similar manner we enumerate vertices of set Vdb. Let
M = |Vda|, N = |Vdb|, and consider d-paths pai, i = 1, . . . ,M connecting vertices of Vda to a and
d-paths pbj, j = 1, . . . ,N connecting vertices of Vdb to b.
Claim 2.5. Paths pa1 and paM are independent paths.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exists a d-path p′aM connecting vertex vaM to a passing the
same edge (incident to root vertex a). According to vertex enumeration in set Vda, all itsM vertices are
connected to a by d-paths containing this edge. Comparing (3) and (6) leads to a contradiction. 
Similarly, we get
Claim 2.6. Paths pb1 and pbN are independent paths.
Consider arbitrarily a 2d-path p′ connecting vertices v′a ∈ Vda and v′b ∈ Vdb, and a 2d-path p′′
connecting vertices v′′a ∈ Vda and v′′b ∈ Vdb (Fig. 2b).
Claim 2.7. If paths p′ and p′′ have a common vertex vc , then δ(vc, v′a) = δ(vc, v′′a ), and δ(vc, v′b) =
δ(vc, v
′′
b ).
Proof. If vc ∈ V (Cab), the result of the claim follows immediately. If vc is in the interior of Ca or Cb,
then, the distance from vc to arc Cab is the same by both paths. This gives the needed result. Consider a
2d-path p11 connecting vertex va1 ∈ Vda to vb1 ∈ Vdb, and a 2d-path pMN connecting vertex vaM ∈ Vda
to vbN ∈ Vdb (Fig. 2c). 
Claim 2.8. Path pMN has a common vertex with path p11.
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Fig. 2. Cycles Ca and Cb of Lemma 2.4.
Proof. Consider a d-path pa1 connecting vertex a to vertex va1 and a d-path pb1 connecting vertex b
to vertex vb1. Combining them together with 2d-path p11 and removing (if there are) common parts
gives a path pab connecting vertices a and b. Path pab partitions union ACa ∪ACb into two parts (Fig. 2c).
By enumeration, vertices vaM and vbN are in different parts, therefore, by Jordan’s curve theorem, path
pMN crosses path pab at some vertex. In accordance with Claims 2.5 and 2.6, this vertex is neither in
path pa1 nor in path pb1. Hence, it is a vertex of path pMN . 
Let vc be such common vertex of paths p11 and pMN .
Claim 2.9. Any pair of vertices vai ∈ Vda, vbj ∈ Vdb is connected by a 2d-path containing vertex vc .
Proof. Consider arbitrarily a 2d-path p connecting vertices vai and vbj. According to the vertex
enumeration and Jordan’s curve theorem, such path crosses both path ava1vb1b and path avaMvbNb
(Fig. 2d). Replacing the outside parts of 2d-path p by the parts of ava1vb1b and avaMvbNb of equal
length, we get a 2d-path connecting vertices vai and vbj and containing vertex vc . 
According to Claim 2.7, all vertices of Vda are at the same distance from vc . Supposing this distance
shorter than d leads together with (3) and (6) to contradiction. Similar conclusion can bemade for the
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distance from vc to vertices of Vdb. Thus, the distance from vertex vc to any vertex of union Vda ∪ Vdb
is equal to d. The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.10. Given three vertices vi, i = 1, 2, 3 in G such that at least (∆ + 4d)(∆ − 1)d−1 + 1 other
vertices of V (G) are at distance d from at least two vertices of {vi}. Then, the maximum size of G is bound
by [
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1. (7)
Proof. Proof is by contradiction. Suppose that the graph size exceeds (7) and consider four following
distinct vertex sets:
1. all vertices of set V12 are connected by d-paths to vertices v1 and v2;
2. all vertices of set V13 are connected by d-paths to vertices v1 and v3;
3. all vertices of set V23 are connected by d-paths to vertices v2 and v3;
4. all vertices of set V123 are connected by d-paths to vertices v1, v2, and v3.
Obviously, we have
|V12| + |V13| + |V23| + |V123| > (∆+ 4d)(∆− 1)d−1.
Applying Claim 2.1 gives
|V12| + |V13| + |V123| ≤ ∆(∆− 1)d−1.
Combining together two latter inequalities yields
|V23| > 4d(∆− 1)d−1.
Similarly, we get
|V12| > 4d(∆− 1)d−1
|V13| > 4d(∆− 1)d−1.
Consider a plane embedding of graph G and let subgraph G12 ⊂ G be composed by set V12 all
vertices of which are connected by d-paths to vertices v1 and v2 (Fig. 3a). We enumerate vertices
ui ∈ V12, i = 1, . . . ,N in the clockwise order so that vertex v3 is in the exterior of the cycle composed
by d-paths v1u1v2uNv1.
Claim 2.11. All vertices of union V13 ∪ V23 ∪ V123 are in the exterior of cycle v1u1v2uNv1.
Proof. Obviously, set V (G12) has no intersectionwith union V13∪V23∪V123. By contradiction, without
loss of generality, consider vertex w ∈ V13 in the interior of cycle v1u1v2uNv1 (Fig. 3b). Vertex w is
connected by d-path to v3. By Jordan’s theorem such d-path crosses cycle v1u1v2uNv1 at some vertex c.
Without loss of generality, let arc v1u1v2 contain vertex c (Fig. 3b). Distance δ(w, c) is not shorter than
δ(u1, c), otherwise vertex w is connected to vertex from set {v1, v2} by a path shorter than d. Thus,
distance δ(u1, v3) is not longer than δ(w, v3), and vertex u1 is connected by a d-path to v3, u1 ∉ V12,
this is a contradiction. 
Claim 2.12. There are 4d+ 1 independent 2d-paths connecting vertex v1 to v2 in G12.
Proof. Consider vertices uj, j = 1, k+ 1, 2k+ 1, . . . , (4d− 1)k+ 1, 4dk+ 1, where k = (∆− 1)d−1.
In accordance with the enumeration procedure and Claim 2.1, all paths ujv1 as well as paths ujv2 are
independent paths. 
In a similar manner, we construct subgraphs G13 ⊂ G and G23 ⊂ G composed by sets V13 and V23
all vertices of which are connected by d-paths to vertices v1, v3 and v2, v3, respectively. We get for
subgraphs G13 and G23 the results similar to Claims 2.11 and 2.12.
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Fig. 3. Independent paths in Lemma 2.10.
Claim 2.13. Each non-root vertex of V (G) is connected by d- or shorter paths to at least two vertices of
{vi} , i = 1, 2, 3. Each root vertex is connected by d- or shorter path to at least one of two others root
vertices.
Proof. Consider 4d + 1 independent 2d-paths connecting vertex v1 to v2 in G12, and the central
vertex in the middle path uc (Fig. 3c). Paths connecting vertex uc to any vertex v of the exterior of
the cycle v1u1v2uNv1 contain either v1 or v2. Thus, any vertex of the exterior of the cycle v1u1v2uNv1
is connected by a d- or shorter path to either v1 or v2. Considering similarly subsets G13 and G23 proves
the claim. 
The rest of the proof is pure combinatory. We calculate the exact number of vertices satisfying
Claim 2.13, then, count maximum number of possible paths |P|, then, the number of multiple
connections removing doubled paths from P . We consider three root vertices {v1, v2, v3} at least two
of which are connected to any other vertex of G by paths of length at most d. According to Claim 2.2,
any root vertex can be connected by a path of length not longer than dwith atmost∆ (∆−1)
d−1
∆−2 vertices.
Three root vertices generate atmost 3∆ (∆−1)
d−1
∆−2 such paths. Two paths are used to provide the second
part of Claim 2.13 (note that they are calculated twice). Therefore, at most[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
− 2
vertices are twice connected to three root vertices. The lemma is proved. 
3. 5-separator
We continue considering plane graph G of maximum degree ∆, diameter 2d, and of size at least
(1). We suppose that condition ∆ ≥ 6(12d + 1) holds in graph G. Consider a spanning tree GS ⊂ G.
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The key element in our analysis is a 5-separator construction in a plane triangulation GT of graph G.
Such 5-separator S5 is a plane subgraph of triangular graph GT . Evidently, tree GS is a spanning tree in
GT . Let all edges of E(GS) be colored in red and edges E(GT \ GS) in blue. Every blue edge e added to
tree GS generates a cycle Ce. Cycle Ce separates the plane (as well as plane graph GT ) into two parts.
Therefore, cycle Ce is a 2-separator in GT . Consider now a set of four blue edges ei, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and
four cycles Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 generated by their addition to tree GS . Union S5 = 4i=1 Ci partitions the
plane (and plane graphGT ) into five parts. Thus, union S5 is a 5-separator inGT .We consider hereunder
5-separator S verifying (2).
Claim 3.1. The full 5-separator size is at most
|S| ≤ 16d+ 1. (8)
Claim 3.2. Let face F of S be incident to n blue edges. Then the length of its border does not exceed n(4d+1).
Let Vd ⊂ V be a vertex set such that each vertex of it is at distance at least d from any vertex of S.
Combining (4) together with (8) gives the following result:
Claim 3.3. The number of vertices in set Vd is
|Vd(G)| > (3∆− 4)∆(∆− 1)
d−1 − 4
2(∆− 2) − [(16d− 8)(∆− 2)+ 8(∆− 1)
+ (∆− 8)] (∆− 1)
d−1 − 1
∆− 2 =
3∆− 32d
2
(∆− 1)d−1 + (16d+ 1)
≥ 23∆+ 24
18
(∆− 1)d−1 + (16d+ 1).
Thus, in accordance with Claim 2.1, we have
Claim 3.4. None vertex of V (GS) is connected to all vertices of Vd(G) by d-paths.
Combining (4) together with (8) and Claim 2.2 gives the following result:
Claim 3.5. If face F of S is incident to at most 3 blue edges, then, set Vd(F) is not empty.
|Vd(F)| > (3∆− 4)∆(∆− 1)
d−1 + 4(∆− 3)
18(∆− 2) − [(12d− 6)(∆− 2)
+ 8(∆− 1)+ (∆− 6)] (∆− 1)
d−1 − 1
∆− 2
= [[3∆− 18(12d+ 1)] (∆− 2)+ 2∆− 36] (∆− 1)
d−1
18(∆− 2)
+ 9(12d− 1)(∆− 2)+ 4(∆+ 6)
18(∆− 2) ≥ 14d−
3
2
> 0.
Lemma 3.6. Each pair of faces in 5-separator S has at least one common vertex.
Proof. By contradiction, consider such pair of faces in S. Since one of them is incident at least to one
blue edge, another one is incident at most to three blue edges, and in accordance with Claim 3.5, in
both faces there are vertices at distance d from S. Any pair of such vertices from two different faces is
connected by a 2d-path. Evidently, such path crosses S at a vertexwhich is common for both faces. 
4. Upper bound
We construct in this section all possible 5-separator configurations satisfying Lemma 3.6, i.e., not
having disjoint faces. Any 2-separator is a cycle. It is depicted as in Fig. 4a as a circle. A 3-separator
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Fig. 4. 2-separator (a) and 3-separator (b, c) configurations without disjoint faces.
a b c d e f
Fig. 5. 4-separator configurations without disjoint faces.
is obtained as a union of two cycles. The intersection of these two cycles is a subgraph of tree GS .
According to Lemma3.6, it is not empty. Therefore, it is either a path (Fig. 4b) or a single vertex (Fig. 4c)
in GS . Note that drawing separators only vertices of degree exceeding 2 are marked as points. Such
points are connected by simple chains consisting of vertices of degree 2. In fact, number of vertices in
a chain is not relevant for the following analysis.
Next step is a 4-separator construction. Startingwith one of 3-separator configurationswe increase
the order of separator by adding a blue edge to red edges of tree GS getting a new face. The following
operations allow for obtaining all possible configurations of 4-separator satisfying Lemma 3.6:
1. fix one of 3-separator configuration;
2. fix one of three faces in the 3-separator;
3. choose a blue edge in the part of graph GT located in this face and add it to tree GS .
The third step gives a cycle. According to Lemma 3.6, this cycle is connected to the 3-separator.
Their intersection is ether a vertex or a path in the border of the chosen face of the 3-separator.
Therefore, any new 4-separator configuration is obtained by using one of the following operations:
1. add a loop at an existing point in the border of the face;
2. choose a new point on a chain in the border of the face and add a loop at this point;
3. add an edge between two existing points in the border of the face;
4. choose a new point on a chain in the border of the face and add an edge between this point and
one of existing points in the border;
5. choose two new points on a chain in the border of the face and add an edge between them.
At the last step Lemma 3.6 is checked in each newly obtained configuration. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate
construction of 4-separator configurations. We start first with the 3-separator of Fig. 4b. All its three
faces are equivalent up to isomorphism. Hence, without loss of generalitywe choose the external face.
At the third step we have five possibilities. The first gives the configuration of Fig. 5a, the second leads
to the configuration of Fig. 6a, the third to the configuration of Fig. 5b, the fourth to configuration of
Fig. 5c. The fifth option yields either the configuration in Fig. 5d (when two new points are taken on
different chains) or the configuration in Fig. 6b (when two new points are taken on the same chain).
We continue constructing 4-separator configurations by choosing the 3-separator of Fig. 4b. Two
its internal faces are equivalent up to isomorphism. Hence, without loss of generality first we choose
one of them. At the third step, the first option gives the configuration of Fig. 5e, the second leads to the
configuration of Fig. 6c. The third option is impossible since the considered 3-separator configuration
has only one point. The fourth option leads to configuration of Fig. 5a, and the fifth option yields the
configuration of Fig. 6a.
We complete the construction procedure by choosing the external face in the 3-separator of Fig. 4c.
At the third step, the first option gives the configuration of Fig. 5f, the second leads to the configuration
of Fig. 6d. The third option is impossible since the considered 3-separator configuration has only one
point. The fourth leads to configuration of Fig. 5a, and the fifth option yields either the configuration
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Fig. 6. 4-separator configurations having disjoint faces.
of Fig. 5c (when two new points are taken on different chains) or the configuration of Fig. 6a (when
two new points are taken on the same chain).
Thus, six different (up to isomorphism) 4-separator constructions are obtained satisfying
Lemma 3.6. All of them are assembled in Fig. 5.
The last stage is a 5-separator construction. Startingwith one of 4-separator configurations of Fig. 5
we increase the order of separator by adding a blue edge to red edges of tree GS getting a new face.
Formally, we perform the same operations as we did for 4-separator construction. Since the number
of considered constructions at this stage is large we represent in Fig. 7 only those of 5-separator
configurations which satisfy Lemma 3.6.
We start first with the 4-separator of Fig. 5a. Two its lower internal faces are equivalent up to
isomorphism. Hence, without loss of generality we choose one of them. At the third step we have
five possibilities. The first gives the configuration of Fig. 7a, the second leads to a configuration
having disjoint faces, the third to the configuration of Fig. 7b. The fourth option leads either to the
configuration of Fig. 7c (when the upper point is used) or to a configuration having disjoint faces
(the lower point used). The fifth option yields only configurations having disjoint faces. If we choose
the upper internal face of the 4-separator in Fig. 5a, at the third step only the first and the fourth
options lead to 5-separators without disjoint faces, they are depicted in Fig. 7d and e, respectively.
Choosing the external face of the 4-separator in Fig. 5a, the first option with the upper point leads
to configurations of Fig. 7d and f, depending on where the loop is located; the third option gives the
configuration of Fig. 7b; the fourth option yields either configurations of Fig. 7e and g (using the upper
point) or the configuration of Fig. 7h (using the lower point); the fifth option leads to the configuration
of Fig. 7l.
We continue with the 4-separator of Fig. 5b. All its four faces are equivalent up to isomorphism.
Hence, without loss of generality we choose the external face. At the third step, the first option leads
to the configuration of Fig. 7b, the third gives the configuration of Fig. 7i, the fourth that of Fig. 7h, and
the fifth option yields the configuration of Fig. 7j.
Two upper internal faces are equivalent up to isomorphism in the 4-separator of Fig. 5c. Therefore
without loss of generality we choose one of them. Then, the first option gives a configuration which
is isomorphic to that of Fig. 7c, the third leads to the configurations of Fig. 7h and of Fig. 7k, the fourth
option yields the configuration of Fig. 7l.We arrive at exactly the same result choosing either the lower
internal face or the external face which are equivalent up to isomorphism in the separator in Fig. 5c.
We continue with the 4-separator of Fig. 5d. All its four faces are equivalent up to isomorphism.
Without loss of generality let us take the external face. Then, at the third step, only the third option
gives a configuration isomorphic to that of Fig. 7j, the fourth yields the configuration of Fig. 7m, all
others lead to configurations having disjoint faces.
Two pairs faces of the 4-separator in Fig. 5e are equivalent up to isomorphism. If one of small
internal faces is chosen the first option gives the configuration of Fig. 7n and the fourth yields
the configuration of Fig. 7d. If one takes the external face, then, the first option gives either the
configuration of Fig. 7n or that of Fig. 7o, and the fourth option yields either the configuration of Fig. 7d
or a configuration isomorphic to that of Fig. 7f. All other options lead to configurations having disjoint
faces.
We complete analysis choosing the 4-separator in Fig. 5f. All its three internal faces are equivalent
up to isomorphism. Choosing one of them, the first option leads to the configuration of Fig. 7o and
the fourth gives the configuration 7f. If one takes the external face, then, the first option gives the
configuration of Fig. 7p, the fourth yields the configuration of Fig. 7f, and the fifth option leads to the
configuration of Fig. 7g. All other options lead to configurations having disjoint faces.
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Fig. 7. 5-separator configurations without disjoint faces.
Thus, there are 16 different (up to isomorphism) 5-separator constructions satisfying Lemma 3.6.
They are presented in Fig. 7.
The rest of the proof is by the case analysis of 5-separators in Fig. 7.
Cases a, c, d, n, o:
All the faces in these 5-separator configurations are at most 3-faces. In accordance with Claim 3.5,
each face contains vertices at distance d from the face border. Since any pair of such vertices from
two different faces is connected by a 2d-path, such path contains a common vertex vc of the face
borders, and both vertices are at distance d from vc . Analysis of all these configurations shows that
in each configuration there exists a vertex vc connected by a d-path to all the vertices of Vd(G). This
contradicts to Claim 3.4.
Cases b, e, f, g, l, m, p:
In each of these 5-separator configurations all four interior faces are at most 3-faces. In accordance
with Claim 3.5, each face contains vertices at distance d from the face border. Since any pair of such
vertices from two different faces are connected by a 2d-path, such 2d-path contains a common vertex
vc of the face borders, and both vertices are at distance d from vc . Analysis of these configurations
shows that in each configuration there exists a vertex vc connected by a path of length d to all the
vertices of Vd of four interior faces. Let V ′d ⊂ Vd be the set of vertices from the exterior face standing
at distance d+ 1 from vertex vc . According to Claim 3.3, at leastV ′d ≥ 23∆+ 2418 (∆− 1)d−1 + (16d+ 1)− (∆− 1)d
= 5∆+ 42
18
(∆− 1)d−1 + (16d+ 1).
In accordance with Lemma 2.4, vertices of V ′d can be connected by d-paths to at most two distinct
arcs of the face border. Hence, configurations f, g, p are impossible, since there are at least three distinct
arcs to which these vertices are to be connected. In configurations e, l, m, Lemma 2.4 restricts such
two arcs to two vertices which are connected to all the vertices of Vd in the interior faces incident
to them. Thus, the conditions of Lemma 2.10 are satisfied and the graph size is bound by (7). In the
configuration of Fig. 7b, all the vertices of V ′d are connected by d-paths both to vertex vB and to the
loop arc. In accordance with Lemma 2.10, there is vertex vA on this arc which is connected by d-paths
both to all the vertices of Vd from the interior of the loop and to all vertices of V ′d. Thus, the conditions
of Lemma 2.10 are satisfied and the graph size is bound by (7).
Cases h, j:
The analysis shows that in both configurations there are two vertices vA and vB such that any vertex
of Vd is connected by d-paths either to vA or to vB (Fig. 8), and them both are connected by d-paths to
all vertices of union Vd(F1)∪ Vd(F2). Let VA and VB be the sets of vertices of Vd(F3 ∪ F4 ∪ F5) connected
by d-paths respectively to vA or to vB only. According to Claims 2.1 and 3.3, we have
min {|VA|, |VB|} ≥ 5∆+ 2418 (∆− 1)
d−1 + (16d+ 1).
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Fig. 8. Cases h and j of Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. Case k of Fig. 7.
Applying Lemma 2.4 reveals vertex vc connected by d-paths to all vertices of Vd(F3 ∪ F4 ∪ F5). Hence,
the conditions of Lemma 2.10 are satisfied and the graph size is bound by (7).
Case k:
Lemma 4.1. The graph size in the case k is bound by (7).
Proof. The proof is direct (Fig. 9). 
Claim 4.2. |Vd(Fi)| > 3(∆− 1)d−1 − 2, i = 3, 4, 5.
Proof. All considered faces are 2-faces and in accordance with Theorem 1.3 and Claims 2.1 and 3.3
we get
|Vd(Fi)| > (3∆− 4)∆(∆− 1)
d−1 + 4(∆− 3)
18(∆− 2) −
8d+ 2
2
− [(8d− 4)(∆− 2)+ 4(∆− 1)+ (∆− 4)] (∆− 1)
d−1 − 1
∆− 2
= [[3∆− 18(8d+ 1)] (∆− 2)+ 2∆− 36] (∆− 1)
d−1
18(∆− 2)
+ 72d(∆− 2)+ 4(∆+ 6)
18(∆− 2) > 3(∆− 1)
d−1 − 2.
Consider face F3 (Fig. 9). Each vertex of Vd(F3) is connected by d-paths to both vertices vA and vB.
In accordance with Lemma 2.3 and Claim 4.2, none other part of its border is connected by d-paths
to all vertices of Vd(F3). Therefore, each vertex of Vd(F1) ∪ Vd(F2) is connected by d-paths either to
vertex vA or to vertex vB. Considering then faces F4 and F5 reveals that each vertex of Vd(F1) ∪ Vd(F2)
is connected by d-paths to at least two vertices from {vA, vB, vC }. Thus, the conditions of Lemma 2.10
are satisfied and the graph size is bound by (7). 
Case i:
Lemma 4.3. The graph size in the case i is bound by (7).
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Fig. 10. Case i of Fig. 7.
Proof. The proof is in several steps (Fig. 10). 
Claim 4.4. For any pair of non-adjacent faces F1 and F2 at least one of four following statements holds:
1. All vertices of union Vd(F1) ∪ Vd(F2) are connected by d-paths to vA.
2. All vertices of union Vd(F1) ∪ Vd(F2) are connected by d-paths to vB.
3. All vertices of Vd(F1) are connected by d-paths both to vA and to vB.
4. All vertices of Vd(F2) are connected by d-paths both to vA and to vB.
Proof. By contradiction, neither p. 3 nor p. 4 does not hold, then, in face F1 there is at least one vertex
of Vd(F1) not connected by a d-path to vA or to vB. Without loss of generality, let it be vertex vA. Each
2d-path connecting such vertex of Vd(F1) to vertices of Vd(F2) passes vertex vB. Therefore, all vertices
of Vd(F2) are connected by d-path to vB, and there is at least one vertex of Vd(F2) not connected by a
d-path to vA. Each 2d-path connecting such vertex to vertices of Vd(F1) passes vertex vB. All vertices
of set Vd(F1) ∪ Vd(F2) are connected by d-paths to vB, contradicting to point 2. 
Claim 4.5. There is a pair of adjacent faces F1 and F2 such that all vertices of union Vd(F3)∪Vd(F4)∪Vd(F5)
are connected by d-paths both to vA and to vB.
Proof. By case analysis, we consider two possible situations:
1. at least one of vertices {vA, vB} is connected by d-paths to all vertices of Vd(F) from four faces;
2. none of vertices {vA, vB} is connected by d-paths to all vertices of Vd(F) from four faces.
In the first case, without loss of generality, let vA be connected by d-paths to all vertices of union
Vd(F2) ∪ Vd(F3) ∪ Vd(F4) ∪ Vd(F5). Let VB be the sets of vertices of Vd(F1) connected by d-paths
respectively to vB only. According to Claims 2.1 and 3.3, we have
|VB| ≥ 5∆+ 2418 (∆− 1)
d−1 + (16d+ 1).
Evidently, all vertices of VB as well as all vertices of Vd(F3)∪Vd(F4) are connected by d-paths to vertex
vB. In accordancewith Lemma 2.3, atmost one distinct from vB arc of the border of face F1 is connected
by d-paths to all vertices of VB. Without loss of generality, let such arc be a part of the border of F2.
Thus, all vertices from Vd(F5) are connected by d-paths to vertex vB.
In the second case, consider two faces Fi and Fj such that both Vd(Fi) and Vd(Fj) contain vertices
not connected by d-paths to vA. According to Claim 3.5, faces Fi and Fj are adjacent. Without loss of
generality, let them be F1 and F2. All vertices of Vd(F3) ∪ Vd(F4) ∪ Vd(F5) are connected by d-paths to
vertex vB. Therefore, both Vd(Fi) and Vd(Fj) contain vertices not connected by d-paths to vB. Thus, we
get that all vertices of Vd(F3) ∪ Vd(F4) ∪ Vd(F5) are connected by d-paths to vertex vA.
Both faces F1 and F2 are 2-faces. Hence, Claim 4.5 holds and we have
min {Vd(F1), Vd(F2)} > 3(∆− 1)d−1 − 2 > 2(∆− 1)d−1. (9)
Let VA1 ⊂ Vd(F1) and VA2 ⊂ Vd(F2) be sets of vertices connected by d-paths to vA. In accordance with
Claims 2.1 and 3.3, we have
|VA1| + |VA2| ≥ 5∆+ 2418 (∆− 1)
d−1 + (16d+ 1). (10)
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Let VB1 ⊂ Vd(F1) and VB2 ⊂ Vd(F2) be sets of vertices connected by d-paths to vB. Similarly, we get
|VB1| + |VB2| ≥ 5∆+ 2418 (∆− 1)
d−1 + (16d+ 1). (11)
Combining (9)–(11) we find that either
min {|VA1|, |VB2|} > (∆− 1)d−1,
or
min {|VA2|, |VB1|} > (∆− 1)d−1.
Without loss of generality, let min {|VA1|, |VB2|} > (∆− 1)d−1. Applying Lemma 2.4 reveals vertex vc
connected by d-paths to all vertices of union VA1 ∪ VB2. In accordance with the Jordan curve theorem,
any 2d-path connecting a vertex of VA2 to a vertex of VB1 crosses 2d-paths connecting vertices of VA1
to a vertices of VB2. In the same way as in the proof of Claim 2.7, we get that the crossing vertex is at
the same distance from two vertices of VA. This means that at least one 2d-path connecting a vertex
of VA2 to a vertex of VB1 contains vertex vc . Hence, vertex vc is connected by d-paths to all vertices of
union VA ∪ VB. The conditions of Lemma 2.10 are satisfied and the graph size is bound by (7). 
Thus, by case analysis we have shown that the maximum possible graph size is bound by (7).
Theorem 4.6 (1.2). The size of a planar graph G of diameter D = 2d and maximum degree ∆ ≥
6(12d+ 1) is at most[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1.
5. Lower bound
In this section we construct graphs satisfying Lemma 2.10 and having maximum possible size. The
best known examples are given by Fellows et al. [2]. Their graphs satisfy Lemma 2.10. In each example,
there exist three root vertices twice connected to others by paths at most d. The only property which
seems to be not necessary is that each of the three root vertices is adjacent to one of other two
root vertices, i.e., at distance one. According our analysis, such distance has to be at most d. Such
observation allows for improving the lower bound:
Theorem 5.1 (1.1). The maximum size of a planar graph G of diameter D = 2d is at least
p (∆, 2d) =
[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1.
Proof. Although the constructions we propose are complex they obey definite rules. This allows to
present them in a short-hand description. We start from simple basic configurations.
The first configuration is a complete (∆− 1) tree T (k, n) of length n beginning from a root vertex
of degree k (Fig. 10a). According to Claim 2.2, we get
|T (k, n)| = k (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 1. (12)
The second configuration R(k, n) is fundamental in our graph construction. We build this configu-
ration in recurrent manner. Let R(k, 0) be a single vertex for any k. Consider a pod P(k, n,m),m < n
(Fig. 11b), which actually represents the third type of basic configurations. Pod P(k, n,m) contains
two trees T (k,m + 1) ending at k(∆ − 1)m vertices. Each pair of these end vertices are two roots of
one configuration R(∆− 1, n− 2m− 1), Fig. 11b. Clearly, we have
|P(k, n,m)| = 2|T (k,m)| + k(∆− 1)m|R(∆− 1, n− 2m− 1)|. (13)
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Fig. 11. Basic configurations: (a) Tree T (k, n), and (b) pod P(k, n,m).
Wesuppose at this stage that all configurations R(k, l), k ≤ ∆−1, l ≤ n−1 are yet built, this allows
for constructing all pods P(k, l,m), k ≤ ∆ − 1, l ≤ n − 1,m < n2 . Then, we construct configuration
R(k, n), k ≤ ∆− 1 as two root vertices of degree k connected by an n-path (Fig. 12). Two end vertices
of this path are roots of pod P(k− 1, n− 1, 0). Each next pair of vertices which are at distancem from
the ends of the path 1 ≤ m < n2 , are two roots of a pod P(∆ − 2, n − 2m − 1,m), Fig. 12a. In the
case of an even n, the central vertex of the path is a root of tree T (∆ − 2, n2 ), Fig. 12b. Thus, starting
from configurations R(k, 0), k ≤ ∆ − 1 we built in recurrence all needed configurations P(k, n,m)
and R(k, n). In accordance with the construction procedure, we get
|R(k, 2l)| = |P(k− 1, 2l, 0)| +
−
m=1,l−1
|P(∆− 2, 2l,m)| + |T (∆− 2, l)| + 2. (14)
|R(k, 2l+ 1)| = |P(k− 1, 2l+ 1, 0)| +
−
m=1,l
|P(∆− 2, 2l,m)|. (15)
Configurations R(k, n) and P(k, n, 0) are fundamental in our graph constructions. It is why, we
prove several results concerning them.
Claim 5.2. The distance from any non root vertex to both root vertices in configurations R(k, n) and
P(k, n, 0) is at most n. The distance between the root vertices in configuration R(k, n) is n.
Proof. The proof is by induction. In the case n = 1, the claim evidently holds. Suppose now that
it holds for all l ≤ n − 1. It suffices to prove the first part of the claim for configuration R(k, n)
only. The first part of the claim for configuration P(k, n, 0) as well as the second part of the claim
follows directly from construction of configurations P(k, n, 0) R(k, n). Consider a non root vertex in
configuration R(k, n). If it is a vertex of a pod P(k, n − 2m − 1,m), then, the distance from it to any
of the two roots of the pod is at most n − m, and the claim holds since distance from the root of the
pod to the root of R(k, n) ism. If it is a vertex of a tree T (k,m+ 1), it is connected to the most far root
of R(k, n) via the root of the tree by a path not longer then n. In the case of even n, if this vertex is in
the central tree T (∆− 2, n2 ), there are paths at most n connecting it with both roots of R(k, n). 
Claim 5.3. The degree of any non root vertex in configurations R(k, n) and P(k, n, 0) is at most ∆.
|R(k, n)| = k (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 1 (16)
|P(k, n, 0)| = k (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 2. (17)
Proof. The first part of the claim follows directly from the construction procedure. The proof of
formulas (16) and (17) is by induction. In the case n = 1, the result follows from (12) to (15). Suppose
now that it holds for all l ≤ n− 1. Substituting (12) and (16) into (13) gives
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Fig. 12a. Basic configuration R(k, n), case of odd n.
Fig. 12b. Basic configuration R(k, n), case of even n.
|P(k, n,m)| = 2
[
(∆− 1)m − 1
∆− 2 + 1
]
+ k(∆− 1)m
[
(∆− 1) (∆− 1)
n−2m−1 − 1
∆− 2 + 1
]
= k (∆− 1)
n−m + (∆− 1)m − 2
∆− 2 + 2
apparently verifying (17). Substituting the latter into (14) and (15) yields in the case of even n
|R(k, n)| = (k− 1) (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 2+
−
m=1, n2−1

(∆− 1)n−m + (∆− 1)m+ (∆− 1) n2
= k (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 1
and for odd n
|R(k, n)| = (k− 1) (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 2+
−
m=1,⌊ n2⌋

(∆− 1)n−m + (∆− 1)m
= k (∆− 1)
n − 1
∆− 2 + 1.
The claim is proved. 
New graph constructions are depicted in Fig. 13. The graph is composed by two configurations
R([∆2 ], d) together with one pod P([∆2 ], d, 0), Fig. 13a. In the case of odd ∆, an additional internal
part is organized on extra edges including two configurations R([∆2 ], d − 1) together with one pod
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Fig. 13. Optimum graph constructions: (a) Even∆. (b) Odd∆.
a b
Fig. 14. Case∆ = 6: (a) configuration R(3, 3); (b) configuration P(3, 3, 0).
P([∆2 ], d− 1, 0), Fig. 13b. In accordance with Claims 5.2 and 5.3, both graphs are of diameter 2d and
maximum degree∆. In both cases the graph size is found
|V | =
[
3∆
2
(∆− 1)d − 1
∆− 2
]
+ 1.
This result improves the known lower bound and coincides with the upper bound proven in
Theorem 1.2 for large ∆. It is worth saying that in the case of graph diameter 2 (d = 1) our graph
construction as well as lower bound (1) are reduced to the graph construction and the result of Hell
and Seyffarth [3].
Note that configurations R(k, n) and P(k, n, 0) can be useful in the degree–diameter problem
because of their basic properties (Claims 5.2 and 5.3). Examples of configurationsR(3, 3) and P(3, 3, 0)
in the case∆ = 6 are shown in Fig. 14.
6. Conclusion
We show that bound (1) is exact. The constructed examples of plane graphs are the maximum
possible graphs of even diameter 2d and degree ∆ ≥ 6(12d + 1). Thus, we offer the solution of
the degree–diameter problem for planar graphs for even diameter and large ∆. Note that to prove
this result we have constructed the maximum graphs. This fact emphasizes a large constructive
potential of the separator method in characterizing graphs on surfaces [6]. Condition∆ ≥ 6(12d+ 1)
seems to be very rough. We think that it can be improved substantially, first, by a proper 5-separator
construction, secondly, by deeper analysis of the path topology.
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